COURSES IN VIENNA

Participants in the Austria-Illinois Exchange Program typically take a combination of program core courses and regular Viennese university courses. Occasionally our advanced students take only regular university courses. Core courses are University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign) German courses taught in German by our program staff. Regular university courses may be in almost any field from Accounting to Zoology and are usually taught in German. Selected courses in Business, English Literature, Political Science, and Law, may be offered in English.

The following University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign) German courses, or courses which may substitute for them, are regularly offered in Vienna. These classes may count toward a German major or minor:

| GER 211 Conversation & Writing I | GER 401 Advanced Conversation, Composition & Syntax |
| GER 212 Conversation & Writing II | GER 402 German Stylistics |
| GER 320 German for Business | GER 403 Translation in Theory & Practice |
| GER 321 German for Economics | GER 420 History of German Civilization |
| GER 331 Introduction to Literature I | GER 465 Linguistic Structures of German (by special arrangement) |
| GER 332 Introduction to Literature II |

Participants in our program took the following courses for credit between fall semester 1994 and spring semester 2005.

GERMAN LANGUAGE, LINGUISTICS, APPLIED LINGUISTICS
Advanced German Conversation & Composition I – IV
Communicative Basics of German as a Foreign Language
German-English Translation (multiple levels)
German for Business & Economics (multiple levels)
German for Natural Science
German Conversation (multiple levels)
German Grammar & Syntax (multiple levels)
German Listening Comprehension & Text Production
German Idiom & Style
German Phonetics & Phonology (multiple levels)
German Press Survey & Language
German Teaching Methodology
German Text Competence
German Writing in the Discipline
Indo-Germanic Morphology (different levels)
Introduction to German Language Studies
Introduction to German Linguistics
Introduction to Indo-Germanic Studies (different levels)
Introduction to Listening to Structures
Rhetorical Practicum: German
Structure of the German Language
Teaching German as a Foreign Language (different topics)
Technical German

GERMAN LITERATURE, GERMAN and AUSTRIAN STUDIES
Age of Franz Joseph I
Advanced German Culture
Aspects of Austrian Literature I & II
Austria & the Post-Colonial Question
Austrian & Swiss Culture
Austrian Literature 1890-1914
Biedermeier & Realism
Classical Lyric Poetry
Cultural History of the Habsburgs 1293-1918
Culture & Politics of the Weimar Republic
18th Century German Drama
Exercises in German Cultural Studies
Franz Grillparzer
Franz Schubert
Geography & Culture of Austria II
German Culture
German Drama: Text & Production
German Lied: Style Analysis
German Literary History 1770-1848
German Literature from 1945 to the Present
German Literature from the 1920s to the Present
German Novel 1789-1830
German Novella
German Realism to Expressionism
German Short Prose After 1945
German Social History in Text
History of Austrian Culture
History of Austrian Theatre
History of German Literature 1848-1945
Introduction to German Literary Studies
Introduction to German Literature I & II
Introduction of Modern German Literature
Introduction to 20th Century German Literature
Life in Nazi Society from the Personal Perspective
Literary History of Austria III
Literature & Politics of the Weimar Republic
Middle High German Grammar
Modern German-Austrian Culture
Modern German Drama
Modern German Literature: Originality & Epigonality
The Mozart Phenomenon
Older German Literature: The Crusades
Performing Arts in Historical Context
Peter Handke
Poetic Voice: Literature of Intoxication
Theodor Storm
World View of the Viennese Fin-de-siècle

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

About 75% of these classes were taught in English. Currently about 75 business classes are taught in English each semester.

Accounting I & II (combined)
Advertising & Media Planning
Art & Economics
Austria and the EU
Austrian Economic Environment
Basic International Business & Economics
Basic Management Theory & Practice
Business Correspondence
Business Ethics
Business Evaluation
Business German
Business Spanish
Cases in Business Policy
Comparative Corporate Location Incentive Policies
Competitive Regional Economic Development
Corporate Communication
Corporate Finance I
Development & Democratization
Doing Business in Emerging Markets
East European Marketing
Risk Management
Risk Management in International Trade I & II
Strategic Management (different levels)
Strategy & Regulation of Financial Intermediaries
Technology Policy in Austria
Transition Problems of Central & Eastern Europe
U.S. Economy
Women in International Marketing/Management

CINEMA STUDIES
American Film Musical
Black Ladies in the Movies
Childhood & Film
Mothers & Daughters in Film

CULTURES & HUMANITIES
American Film Musical
Australian Studies: Making a New Society
Courtly Culture
Culture of Latin America I & II
Culture & Politics of Weimar Republic
Geography & Culture of France III
Greek Gods
Greek Religion
History of Buddhism
History of Old Israel
Indian Dance
Introduction to Celtic Studies
Introduction to Contemporary Philosophy
Introduction to Practical Theology
Introduction to Philosophy
Islamic Society of India II
Moral Theology: Images of Women & Feminist Medicine
Nigger, Negro, Black, African American
Old Celtic Religious History
Shanghai: Past & Present
World History Since 1950

ENGINEERING, SCIENCES & COMPUTER SCIENCE
Air Pollution Control Techniques
Chemistry Exercises
Chemistry for Technical Physicists
Common Differential Equations
Computer Science (different courses)
Geology for Civil Engineers
Gender Concepts in Natural Science
Hydro-Economics
Information Science for Natural Scientists
Introduction to the Development of Technology
Introduction to Hydro-Systems Engineering
Introduction to Scientific Research
Logic of Quantum Mechanics
Mathematical Logic
Physical Chemistry (different levels)
Reactor Technology
Surface Water Hydrology
Switch Technology
Technical German
Technology Policy in Austria
Water Volume & Quality Economics (Water Quality Control Processes)
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Economy & the Environment (different courses)
Environmental Hygiene
Environmental Policy in Europe: Focus Austria
Environmental Protection & Technology
Introduction to Methods of Environmental History
Problems of Environmental History
Urban Development & Urban Quality

FINE & APPLIED ARTS, ART HISTORY
Architectural History of Vienna
Greek Sculpture
Greek Holy Shrines: Form & Function
Late Gothic Central-European Architecture
Late Gothic & Renaissance Art of Upper Rhine
Medieval Art in and from Austria
Medieval Weaponry
Musical Staging
Art & Economy
Architecture of the Seicento in Vienna
William Hogarth: Introduction
Introduction to the Anthropology of Art
Introduction to Iconography I
Ceramics
San Marco in Venice
Sculpture of the Modern Era Theater: From Concept to Production
Sculpture
Performing Arts in Historical Context
Pre-Renaissance Rome & Florence
Technical Art History
20th Century Viennese Church Architecture
20th Century Vocal Music

HISTORY
Africa in Colonial Times
Age of Franz Joseph I
American Civilization
Architectural History of Vienna
Austria in Age of Maria Theresa
Continental European Empires 1700-1920
Courtly Culture
Cultural History of the Habsburgs 1293-1918
Culture & Politics of Weimar Republic
East Central Europe in the Long 19th Century
Economic & Social History
Geography & Culture of France
German Social History in Text
Historical Foundations of Politics
History of Africa
History of Austrian Culture
History of Bohemian Lands 1848-1918
History of Buddhism
History of European Sexuality
History of Human Rights & Modern Democracy
History of Old Israel
History of the Old World
Holocaust in American Literature & Culture
The Holy Roman Empire in the Age of the Austrian Empire
Introduction to Indian History
Introduction to Methods of Environmental History
Life in Nazi Society from the Personal Perspective
Medieval Austria
Medieval Weaponry
Modern German-Austrian Culture
Nation Building in East Central Europe 1770-1920
1960s Economic Growth Controversy
Old Celtic Religious History
The Pre-Industrial City in Asia & Europe
Pre-Renaissance Rome & Florence
Problems of Environmental History
Russia: Continuity & Change
Shanghai: Past & Present
State & Church in Austria
Survey of Medieval French History
20th Century Hungarian History
Women in Slave States of the South
World View of Viennese Fin-de-siecle

JOURNALISM & MEDIA
Advertising & Media Planning
Austrian Print Media
English for Advertising & Public Relations

MUSIC, DANCE & THEATRE
American Film Musical
Euripides’ Medea
Female Austrian Composers
German Lied: Style Analysis
Henrik Ibsen
The Mozart Phenomenon
Music History I
Musical Staging
Franz Schubert
Philosophy of New Music
Performing Arts in Historical Context
Piano Instruction
Music Composition I & II
Indian Dance & Theater
Shakespeare’s Early Comedies
Shakespeare’s Henry IV
20th Century Vocal Music
Vocal Music Instruction

OTHER LANGUAGES
Classical Greek (multiple courses)
Czech
Egyptian Language & Writing
English for Business Law
English for Advertising & Public Relations
English for International Marketing
French (different levels)
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Polish
Russian
Sanskrit
Spanish & Business Spanish
Swedish
OTHER LITERATURES
American Literature & Culture: Jamestown to Appomattox
The Diabolical in English Literature
English Literature from the 18th to the 21st Century
English Literature in the 16th & 17th Century
English Literature 1700-1900
Euripides’ Medea
Henrik Ibsen
Holocaust in American Literature & Culture
Homer’s Iliad
Introduction to English Literature
Literary Ghosts
The 19th Century English Novel
Older Russian Literature
Poems in the English Language 1700-Present
Polish Literature (multiple courses)
Readings of Feminists Texts
Readings of Modern Turkish Texts
Shakespeare’s Early Comedies
Shakespeare’s Henry IV
Spanish Literature Proseminar
Survey of Greek Literature
Survey of Roman Literature
The 20th Century Irish Novel
Virginia Woolf, E. M. Forster & Bloomsbury

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Africa in Colonial Times
Aspects of Nuclear Security
Austria & the European Union
Austria & the Military Alliances: NATO and Warsaw Pact
Austria & Neutral Members of European Union
Basic Issues of Political Philosophy
The Basis of the Austrian Political System
Comparative Political Systems
Contemporary Austrian Politics
Development & Democratization
East Central Europe in the Long 19th Century
Eastern Expansion of European Union
Ethnic Minority Relations
European Postwar Regimes in Comparison
Fundamentals of the Austrian Political System
Historical Foundations of Politics
International Courts & Tribunals
International Politics: Diplomats & Terrorists
Introduction to Problems of Developing Nations
Management of Nuclear Catastrophes
National Identity: Irishness
Nationalism and State Formation Beyond Europe
Nation Building in East Central Europe 1770-1920
Nation Building, Nationalism & the Nation State in Mid, East and Southeast Europe
The New Russia
Nuclear Security & Fuel Problems
Nuclear Security & Materials
Organization & Working Procedures of European Union Institutions
Origins of the Cold War
Political Philosophy of International Relations
Politics & Culture of the European Union
Politics of European Integration
Preventive Diplomacy, Peacekeeping & the Role of the United Nations
Problems of Developing States
Problems of European Integration
Proliferation, Stability & Security in Europe
Proseminar in International Politics
Radical Right Populism
Regional Problems in Central European Context of European Integration & the Opening of the East
Social Policy in Europe
Transition Problems of Central & Eastern Europe

PSYCHOLOGY
Cognitive Psychology for Linguists
Introduction to General Psychology
Introduction to Structural Psychoanalysis
Organizational Behavior
Neuropsychology I

SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY
The American Way of Life
Basic Concepts of Sociology
The Body in the Ancient Near East
Africa in Colonial Times
Australian Studies: Making a New Society
Austria and the Post-Colonial Question
Class, Power & Society in Africa
Economic & Social History
Female Fashions of the 20th Century
History of European Sexuality
Introduction to the Anthropology of Art
Introduction to the Ethnology of North America
Introduction to Sociology
Islamic Society of India II
Life in Britain and the U.S.
National Identity: Irishness
Nigger, Negro, Black, African American
Russia: Continuity & Change
The Pre-Industrial City in Asia & Europe
Selected Topics in Gender Studies
Social Policy in Europe
Sociology of Everyday Life
Women & Men in Ethnographic Perspective
Women in Russia
Youth Cultures in the 20th Century

WOMEN'S STUDIES & GENDER STUDIES
Black Ladies in the Movies
The Body in the Ancient Near East
Female Austrian Composers
Female Fashions of the 20th Century
Gender Concepts in Natural Science
Gender Equality: Problems & Perspectives
Gender Studies: Dykes, Dinkies, Snags & Sinbads
History of European Sexuality
International Protection of Women’s Rights
International Women’s Movements: Discourse, Strategies, Practice
Jewish Female Authors from Austria after 1945
Moral Theology: Images of Women & Feminist Medicine
Mothers & Daughters in Film
Readings of Feminists Texts
Selected Topics in Gender Studies
Women & Men in Ethnographic Perspective
Women in International Marketing/Management
Women in Russia
Women in the Slave States of the South

MISCELLANEOUS
Herbs
Formal Poverty, Modesty & Cleanliness in the Work of Marie-Alain Couturier
Kinesiology (for ski week)
Educational Systems & Policy in Europe 1945-2000
Introduction to Linguistics
Introduction to Second Language Teaching
Local & Regional Development
Word Processing

VIENNA DIPLOMATIC PROGRAM

This is a new program offered in conjunction with the Department of Political Science. At this time it is for Urbana-Champaign students only.

In spring semester 2006 the following classes were offered in English.

Childhood and Generational Order - Social, Economic and Political Perspectives on Childhood
EC Competition Law
European Civil Procedure Law I and II
European Legal Thinking: Constitutionalism and European Integration
European Legal Thinking: MONTESQUIEU: The Spirit of Laws
European Legal Thinking: The Spirit of European Integration
From War to Peace - International Conflict De-Escalation
Information Society & E-Government
International and European Environmental Law
International Human Rights Regime I
International Organizations
Law, Gender - and No Progress? Roman Legal Gender Roles in Comparison with Modern Concepts of Gender Equality
Legal and Political Aspects of International Security I
Political Parties and Voting Behaviour at the EU Level.
Political Philosophy of International Relations: Edward GIBBON: "The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire"
Post-Soviet Transformation and Nation Building in East European Borderlands (Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova)